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Info: 
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basilioromo@gmaill.com 

San Antonio, Texas 

Basilio Romo (b. 1993) is a Mexican American LGBTQ 
Performance Artist who creates music in the Pop genre. 
Basilio’s training in Performing Arts began at 16 with 
Shaun Royer who developed Artist such as Britney 
Spears, Justin Timberlake, Hilary Duff and other legendary 
American Pop sensations.

Basilio Romo is a multifaceted artist who has made 
significant contributions to both the music industry as a 
pop artist and the LGBTQ community through his 
performances and activism. His journey from Mr. Gay San 
Antonio to becoming a prominent figure in the drag scene 
with his alter ego Anita Verga showcases his versatility 
and dedication to self-expression. Basilio’s musical career 
is marked by his ability to create poignant songs that 
reflect life from a gay perspective, resonating with 
audiences across Texas and beyond. His performances at 
various LGBTQ festivals and events have not only 
entertained but also served as platforms for advocacy 
and visibility.The creation of Anita Verga in the wake of his 
partner Jonathan’s passing demonstrates Basilio’s 
resilience and commitment to honoring their memory 
while finding solace and expression in drag. Anita’s 
recognition and accolades within the drag community, 
including being voted as the 2nd Best Drag Queen by the 
San Antonio Current and gracing the cover of Texas 
Fashion Awards Magazine, underscore Basilio’s talent and 
impact as a drag performer.Anita’s involvement in 
co-directing and producing “The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show” and co-hosting the Texas Fashion Awards Red 
Carpet further solidifies her influence and versatility 
beyond the stage. As a liaison for Pepper Magazine, Anita 
continues to bridge the worlds of fashion, entertainment, 
and advocacy.For those interested in experiencing 
Basilio’s performances and staying updated on Anita 
Verga’s shows and appearances, following Anita Verga on 
Instagram @anita_verga_ is the way to go. Through his 
music and drag persona, Basilio Romo aka Anita Verga 
continues to inspire and uplift the LGBTQ community 
while leaving an indelible mark on the entertainment 
industry.

Drag Queen 

VOTED 2ND BEST DRAG 
PERFORMER - SA CURRENT 
2023 

PEPPER MAGAZINE COVER 
2023 

FRANK 'N' FURTER - THE 
ROCK HORROR PICTURE 
SHOW (THE HARD ROCK 
CAFE -RIVERWALK 2023) 

CO HOST w PEPPER 
MAGAZINE for the TEXAS 
FASHION AWARDS RED 
CARPET 2023 

HOST OF SHOWS AT : 
HOT JOY 
BRUNOS DIVE BAR 
SOTHTOWN 101 
BAR LUDIVINE 
THE STARLIGHTER 
EL LUCHADOR 
KIKI COFFEE AND SPIRITS 


